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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS

Brand and Store Background 
Store Visits
Social Media and Social Media
Suggestions
Consumer Profiles
Brand Positioning & Competitor
Analysis
SWOT Analysis
PEST Analysis
Marketing Plan and Suggestions
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BACKGROUND 
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BRAND HISTORY
 

Founded by Joseph Hepworth,
February 1982.
Originated as a women’s wear store,
men’s wear was shortly introduced
after. 
Launched online shopping very early
in 1999, including next day delivery. 
2009 they were named the British
High Street Retailer of the year. 
Ventura group sold the company for
65 million in 2011.



STORE
INFORMATION
 

Store opened September 6th, 2018.
Next's Flagship & Largest Central
London Store.
Located at 120 Oxford St, London
W1D1LT.
Two floors tall and almost 40,000
square feet.
Sells men's, women's, and children's
clothing and accessories as well as
home furnishings and accessories.
Houses a Lipsy, Paperchase, Hema
and Costa.  



What Sets
Next Apart?
OUR HERO PRODUCT: THE
WORK PANT

Staple work pant available in a
variety of fits, colors and
patterns.
Simple and versatile. 
Suitable for many body types 
Top competitors do not share
a similar hero item.
Appeals to their actual
consumer, the working middle
class woman.



VALUE PROPOSITION
A WIDE RANGE OF AFFORDABLE STYLES FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

Next is committed to giving our customer one place where they can
find everything they need. Both online and in store, Next provides a
range of products and styles that are great wardrobe staples yet are
still fashion-forward. Next is the hassle free destination to shop for
everyone on your list. 

Next stocks their namesake label as well as 500+ brands across all
categories
Next’s product range supplies the customer with everything they
need for work and play
Next is committed to honesty, transparency, and ethical practices



BRAND IDENTITY 
& VALUES 2019
 

NEXT announces its brand strategy of “One Brand; Two Ways of
Shopping”, bringing together the common ranges across both retail
and home shopping formats.
Honesty, the work Transparency, Responsibility, Quality,
Professionalism and Commitment are the blocks they say they have
built their business over the last 20 years on.
Committed to continuing building long term relationships within
quality driven culture.
Listen to customers and with open, honest and consultative
approach they strive to deliver the best commercial result for all. 
“With a team of Consultants whose average service of 6.5 years,
literally unheard of in our Industry, demonstrates our commitment
to our staff and our ability to take a long-term view and approach to
our customers.”



ELEVATOR PITCH
 

Next is a one-stop-shop that offers affordable and fashion forward
clothes for the entire family. Our wide range of products and brands
make it easy to find exactly what you're looking for for everyone on
your list both in store and online. We are committed to quality,
honestly and efficienty so you can live your life, fashionably.



STORE VISITS AND
OBSERVATIONS 
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INITIAL STORE VISIT—JUNE 13

FRONT DISPLAY CHILDREN'S
SECTION

MEN'S SECTION

SHOE SECTION COSTA & HEMA PAPERCHASE



LIPSY

Busier than the rest of the
store.
Younger consumer
shopping in this section.
 Clothing is mostly occasion
wear, going out attire, and
swimwear.

Store Visit—June
27



RANGE PLAN
Front Display July 27
 



STORE
UPDATE—
July 6

Online and in-store sale.
Sale promoted on social
media as well.
Visited a few times over the
course of two weeks—was
never greeted.



STORE VISIT—JULY 17

Visuals in the Women's
Section were switched.
nextEdited newspaper
was available to take.
Line of 5+ people at
checkout.
Saw 3 security guards, 1
cashier and 1 sales
associate.
Was not greeted.



Sensory Observations
 

Soft, slow pop &
alternative music
playing
thoughout the
store.
Lipsy plays
louder
bubblegum pop.

No use of digital
screens or
moving imagery.
Store is very
segmented by
department but
normally
organized.
Sale section is
cluttered.

Normally there is
no overwhelming
scent throughout
the store.
Home section
smells like reed
diffusers.
Front smelled
like cleaning
supplies July 17.

Sight
 

Sound
 

Smell
 



Sensory Observations
 

Costa Coffee and
Hema Candy
allow shoppers
to take a break
and buy
food/beverages.

Ability to touch
and try on
product.
nextEdited
newpaper
available to take
home. 

Touch
 

Taste
 

 



SOCIAL MEDIA
OBSERVATION AND

SUGGESTIONS
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Next's Social
Platforms 
INSTAGRAM

@NEXTOFFICIAL
1.3M followers
3,000 average likes
0.23% engagement rate

@NEXTOFFICIAL_
BRANDS
71.4K followers
150 average likes
0.21% engagement rate

@NEXTOFFICIAL
MAN
39.1K followers
375 average likes
0.95% engagement rate



Very few comments on posts, Next
barely replies unless it is a serious
inquiry.
Children's, Menswear, Swimwear,
and more mature Womenwear
posts perform better than trendier
posts.
Shares posts from other Next
affiliated accounts that performed
well.
Occasionally reposts small
influencer's photos in Next
clothing.
Doesn't acknowledge current
events (no posts about pride, world
cup, etc...).
Uses shop and video features but
no IGTV. 

@NEXTOFFICIAL
FEED



Social Media Suggestions
INSTAGRAM

 1

Engage more with
community by

responding to comments
and liking/commenting

on pictures people
tag officiall Next accounts

in.

 2

Host giveaways and
comeptitions to attract
more views and gain

more followers.

3

Post more content with
real people so customers
can picture themselves
using the products in

their everyday life.



Next's Social
Platforms 
OTHER CHANNELS

TWITTER
278.8K followers

FACEBOOK
2,553,200 likes

YOUTUBE
7,907 subscribers



Social Media Suggestions
OTHER CHANNELS

 TWITTER

Use Twitter to reach a
younger audience by

posting funny, relevant,
and engagjng content.

Reply to users to create a
buzz around the brand.

FACEBOOK

Where Next's primary
customer is most active.

Ensure that the Next
account is engaging with
users that are active on
this platform and use

paid ads to bring them
into the store. 

YOUTUBE

Promote all content
across other Next social
platforms. Additionally

use footage from
YouTube videos to create

content for IGTV.



CONSUMER PROFILES
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MEET LEAH

Woman 
17-20s (Uni Student)
Mass market consumer 
Price conscious
Lives in Central London
Is not married
Makes £10k a year at her part time
retail job
Likes to spend her weekends going to
brunch with her friends, hanging out at
trendy rooftop bars, shopping,
spending time with her family
Window shops during her breaks from
class and during her lunch break at
work
Frequently online shops
Also shops at Zara, H&M,
PrettyLittleThing, and Missguided
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MEET LOUISE

Married woman
Has two kids, one boy and one girl
Mid to late 30s
Interested in style, but price conscious
Lives in East Acton 
Works on a marketing team
Makes approximately £30k per year
Enjoys shopping for herself, her
husband, her children, and her home,
spends her weekends with her family,
enjoys hosting dinner parties for her
close family and friends
Shops during her lunch break at work
and frequently online shops
Also shops at TK Maxx, H&M, Zara,
Gap, Gap Kids
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BRAND POSITIONING 
& 

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
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Our Biggest
Competitor:

H&M

Similar target market, customers shop for
multiple people on their list.
Home brand in a separate store which is a
lot more mature and advanced than Next’s
Home section.
Fast fashion empire—keeping up with
trends at a high turnover rate.
Very similar price ranges.
Trendier and cheaper product lines appeal
to a younger consumer as well as the
older primary consumer.
Designer collaborations rival Next's brand
selection.



DIRECT COMPETITORS

River Island
Oasis
Wearhouse
ASOS
New Look
BooHoo
PrettyLittleThing
Zara

INDIRECT COMPETITORS

Costa
Starbucks
McDonalds
Ben’s Cookies
Pret-A-Manger
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STRENGTHS

Is a one-stop shop
Experiential in-store retail experience 
Carries a huge range of products that appeal to many people 
Owns a sub-brand, Lipsy, and carries many third party brands
online
Large social media following (1.2 million followers on Instagram)
and are a well-known name
One of the largest retail chains across the UK (510 stores)
Online sales are carrying the business
Very ethical and environmentally conscious brand

S



WEAKNESSES

Target customer is not their actual customer
Have fallen from their position as British High Street Retailer of
the Year
Low engagement on social media
In store sales are significantly lower than online sales
Store layout is potentially hard to navigate due to its
segmentation by department
Store is lacking interactive visual displays like LED signs and
moving images and visual merchandising displays and range
plans are not changed often
The in-store coffee shop, Costa, serves as an indirect
competitor since some customers only come in to buy coffee. 
Central location on Oxford Street means they are not one of the
first stops for shoppers coming from either the Oxford Circus or
Tottenham Court Road tube stations.

W



OPPORTUNITIES 

Ability to tap into a different market than their target
Possibility to engage with younger consumers via social media 
Opportunity to be more forthcoming about their human rights
and sustainability initiatives
Could carry some of their online brands in store
Potential to bring their designer collab line, Label Mix, into
flagship stores
Potential to collaborate with other brands and/or influencers
Could promote their partnership with Amazon as a pickup
location to attract more people into the store
Could develop a gender-neutral and plus size clothing lines to
appeal to a wider audience

O



THREATS

Other retailers taking their customers/target market
Long term instability in the market
Shopping habits shifting from in-store to online
Not as trendy as their high street competitors
Stores are more segmented by department than competitors
Huge product range could be overwhelming for some
consumers
Direct and inderict competition from stores nearby on the high
street can easily take away business
Some high street flagships on Oxford St, like Topshop, provide a
more experiential in-store shopping experience

T
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POLITICAL

Brexit—protests could affect traffic for some Next stores.
Brexit—could have an impact cost of trading, sourcing and manufacturing.
Brexit—could sever ties with the EU making it difficult for Next stores outside of
the UK.
Brexit—value of the pound could be affected, this would impact cost to make
and sell products and customers will be less likly to spend money.
Minimum wage laws—sales associates saleries will rise if wages increase.
Sustainability laws—as the world becomes more conscious, any laws regarding
sustainibility could impact the manufacturing process.
Labor/working condition laws—could impact where manufacturing is done.

 

P



ECONOMIC

Brexit—could have an impact on the prices of products.
Brexit—could lead to inflation of the pound.
Sustainability concern—it is becoming increasingly important to be sustainable
but this could impact the prices of manufacturing and selling products.
Fair trade concern—it is becoming increasingly important to manufacture
clothing ethically but this could impact the cost of manufacturing and selling
products.
Cost of living—as this changes so do consumers spending habits
Cost of renting space—if this rises, Next stores may have to downsize or
relocate.
Possibility of a recession—would rapidly decrease consumer spending habits.
Rise in online shopping—will have to spend more money to store product and
ship to customers.

E



SOCIAL

Brexit—political opinions of shoppers could cause a change in attitude of
shoppers.
Value based brands—younger customers are supporting brands who's values
aline with their own. 
Trend towards shopping small businesses—could have an impact on consumer
base of chain retailers.
Trend towards sustainability—could affect Next, who is not a leader
in sustainability.
Trend towards shopping ethically—could affect Next, who is not up front with
their efforts and pledges to support fair trade.
Trend towards aesthetics—customers that  seek "Instagramable" stores to shop
in could lessen Next's in-store traffic.
Experiential marketing—desire for an experience while shopping could affect
Next stores that do not offer this.
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TECHNOLOGY

Trend towards online shopping—could affect Next since its website is hard to
navigate.
Trend towards in-app purchases—could affect Next since it does not have it's
own app.
Social Media—development could affect how Next communicates with
customers.
Social Media—development of new social channels create new possibilities for
selling product.
Self check out trend—could affect how many in-store employees are needed.
Experiential marketing—could affect Next since customers looking for a specific
in-store experience will not find any interactive technology in store.
Competitor's technological developments—smart mirrors, size scanners, etc
could impact Next since they do not offer anything comparable.
Supply chain technological developments—could affect manufacturing process.
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

PART 1



Visual
Merchandising 

Displays &
Product

Organization

BRING NEXT LABEL MIX INTO
THE FLAGSHIP
Bring the Label Mix line into the store as a flagship
exclusive. Merchandise this along the front wall of
the store right by Lispy since the customers for
those product ranges overlap.

CONDESNE WORKWEAR INTO
ONE SECTION
Our hero product is the work pant. Condense all
workwear into one section at the front of the store
so customers can see every option in one place
and purchase exactly what they need easily.  

UPDATE VISUALS
FREQUENTLY
The range plans and visual merchandising barely
changed throughout the course of our 8-week
study. By updating them more frequently, repeat
customers will feel like there's new product to sort
through and will spend more time shopping.



Sensory
Reccomendations  

SIGHT
Introduce LED screens throughout the
store. Playing moving images and viedo that
correlates to each specific section will keep
the customer engaged. 

SOUND
We've been in the store on days when it was
empty and almost completely silent. Turn
the music up louder on slower days so
shoppers don't feel alone in the huge space.

SMELL
Pump the current best selling scent through
each correlating section. Example, colonge
in the men's department, Lipsy exclusive
perfume in Lipsy, and a light summery scent
in the Children's department. 



Sensory
Reccomendations  

TOUCH
Keep the store more organized, especially
the sale section, so it is more appealing for
customers to sift through racks and feel the
product.

TASTE
Reward Costa customers with a discount
code to use during their next purchase at
Next. On nicer days, hand out Costa Coffee
samples and Next promo codes at
Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Circus
Tube Stations to direct traffic towards Next.



Miscellaneous  
 Reccomendations  

AMAZON PICKUP LOCKER
Promote the Amazon Pickup Locker in order
to drive more traffic to the store. Send out
fliers to all local businesses and residents
and hand out fliers at check out. Display
proper sinage in the store to direct
customers to the locker and small sinage in
the front windows to create awareness
without being distracting.



IN-STORE EVENT

PART 2



NEXT CAREER
SEMINARS
WHAT ARE THEY?

Monthly in-store events aimed at
young professionals that are
appealing and informative while
establishing brand affliation for Next.
Events will be hosted during the
popular after-work shopping time slot
in an attempt to bring even more
people into the store. 



NEXT CAREER
SEMINARS
WHY?

Next's desired customer is a trendy 20
something. However, based on the
brand's product range, it is in Next's
best interest to focus on career-driven
20 somethings. By hosting events that
establish Next as the go-to for all
things work-related, Next will form
relationships with these young
professionals that last the duration of
their careers and beyond. 



EXAMPLE EVENTS

RESUME
WORKSHOP

COFFEE & SPEED
NETWORKING

DRESSING FOR
SUCCESS

The shoe lounge in the
Women's Section wil l  be
temporarly converted into
a coworking space where
attendees can meet with
career experts and
industry insiders to
consult about their
resumes and CVs.

Costa wil l  be closed to
the public so attendees of
this event can have the
chance to mingle and
network over free coffee.
Promo codes for Next
workwear wil l  be given
out at these events.

Next wil l  host a panel of
Styl ists,  CEOs, and
Fashion Industry Insiders
to discuss what to wear
to every type of work
occasion and style
attendees. Range plans of
Next workwear outf its wil l
be on display and used as
examples. 



Event Promotion
 

FLIERSUNIVERSITY VISITS SOCIAL MEDIA
Reps from Next will visit
London universities to
promote the events.
Promotion will include
classroom visits, setting up
a promotional booth in the
student center, and visiting
campus career centers.

Fliers will be handed out to
all local businesses to
share with their
employees. Additionally,
fliers will be passed out at
checkout and displayed
around the store. 

The events will be
promoted on Next official
social
channels. Additionally,
Next's social media team
will actively seek out users
in London who fit the
target audience of the
event and invite
them over DM. 



ANTICIPATED COSTS

HIRING SPEAKERS

Panelists, Industry Insiders and Career
Advisors will all be paid for their
participation. 

INCREASED STAFFING

Next will need to increase it's staffing to
accommadate the influx of people
during event hours. 

REFRESHMENTS

Refreshments and light bites will be
provided at all events.

PROMOTIONAL
MATERIALS

Distribution of fliers and branded
marketing suplise for campus visits.
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